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2005: why winemaking?



…it had started in 2002



… with the first harvest in 2004

S. Francesco - Gattinara



… then in 2006 …
That’s where being a physicist comes in… 

 how do we do that? 
 why do we do that? 

 
  “it’s always been like that” 

     WHAT??? 
     

On top of that… 
 “the best thing you can do for ALICE 

now is to stay home and babysit the kids” 



… until 2011



Winemaking is …
•  Multidisciplinary 
– multistage 
– multiparametric  

•  Exciting and challenging for an experimental 
physicist… 

•  … and contrary to software development, the 
result is (could be) tasteful J 



Winemaking
•  A physicist in the world of 

– chemistry 
•  it’s everywhere 

–  from grape destemming and crushing to maceration 
to ageing and wine stabilization 

– microbiology 
•   it’s also everywhere 

–  yeasts (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) are crucial to the 
alcoholic fermentation  

–  bacteria (Oenococcus oeni) drive the malolactic 
fermentation  



Winemaking
•  How about physics? 

–   temperature is a key parameter to optimize chemical 
and microbiological processes  

–   humidity is important for ageing  

–   must concentration is based on physical/chemical 
processes 

–   pre-bottling filtration is a physical process 

–   spectrophotometry and mass spectrometry are widely 
used in the analysis of wines 



Winemaking
•  How about physics? 

the advantage of a physicist lies in the familiarity 
with the experimental method 

 trial, error and feedback… 

–   identification of critical points to the 
process improvement 

–   assessment of the relative importance of 
different processes to the outcome 



Vineyards … and cellar
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1 – Carema 
 
2 – Alto Piemonte 

 Gattinara 
 Ghemme 

 
3 – Colli Tortonesi 
 
4 – Roero 
 
5 – Langhe 

 Chardonnay 
 Sauvignon 
 Riesling 
 Pinot Noir 
 Barbera 
 Barbaresco 
 Barolo 

 
6-7-8-9  Monferrato 
 

 Moscato 
 Barbera 



... white wine?



Langhe  
Bianco

2015	
info@ruggericorsini.com 



Riesling  
Langhe

2015	

Langhe DOC Riesling Pètracine

Dad was the pioneer of Riesling in Piemonte. His intuition came about at the end of the 70’s and materialized in 1985. 
This story about Riesling is just one of the many examples which demonstrates my dad’s curiosity and passion: extremely 

respectful of our territory and traditions, but open to the world. Luckily for my brothers and me, we have also fallen in 
love with this stunning variety but are, moreover, endlessly surprised by the love our father has for his work.

“

GRAPE VARIETY
100% White Riesling

GRAPE VARIETY
Th e pioneer of Riesling is Aldo Vaira. Fascinated by this variety since his 
university times, Aldo started studying and graft ing the fi rst vines in Langa. 
Th is is how Pètracine was born, a wine whose name evokes roots on the stones.  
A rich body, where mineral acidity from the rigorous German rootstocks, 
blend with the volume and pronounced creaminess from the Alsatian stocks. 
It almost seems like hearing the German affi  rmative Ja mix together with the 
musical French Oui.    

VINEYARDS
Th e fi rst vineyard dedicated to Riesling was Fossati, located at the very highest part 
of the Comune of Barolo and facing the morning sun. Th e soil, has a singular grav-
elly-sandy composition.Th e second vineyard, facing north-east, can be found in the 
well-known region Bertone (in the Comune of Sinio), a lower hillside, distinctive for its 
calcareous and homogenous soil.

FARMING
Vajra has always believed in sustainable farming and keeps the turf natural and green in 
the vineyard. No irrigation is used while thinning is decided according to the vintage. 

HARVEST AND WINEMAKING
Harvesting of Riesling occurs in the fi rst half of September and proceeds in diff erent 
steps for two or three weeks. Th e transporting of the grapes is done in small crates to 
keep the grapes intact. Th e careful selection of grape clusters starts in the vineyard 
and is carried out with the same attention all the way to the cellar.  
Soft  pressing and brief stabilization is carried out before fermentation which lasts 
approximately 15-20 days. Th e Riesling continues its aging in steel tanks and, in the 
Spring following the Harvest, it is time for bottling. 

TASTING NOTES
Showing a delicate greenish tint when young, it leaves space for straw yellow hues as it de-
velops. Yellow peaches and apricots in its youth, with delicate fl oral and citrus notes at its 
mid-life while showing minerality and fl int stone with age. On the palate it is harmonious 
and geometrically precise, almost austere, surprises you with its refreshing and balanced 
acidity which, from the time of bottling, accompanies the wine throughout its lifetime. 

– Francesca Vaira –

info@gdvajra.it 



… a land of red wines



Langhe DOC Rosso PN Q497

When I started making Pinot Nero I discovered a whole new mimicry seen from a boy’s eyes 
when I used to “help” my grandfather in the cellar. A valuable experience that, 

from Pinot Nero, I carried over to my other wines. 
– Aldo Vaira –

“

GRAPE VARIETY
100% Pinot Noir

DESCRIPTION
We have learned through experience that, when one door closes another 
one opens. From the time we were forbidden to plant Nebbiolo at the 
high altitude of 497 meters, to the idea of challenging ourselves with a 
delicate variety like Pinot Nero. Th is is how PNQ497 was born: an hom-
age to Pinot, with a Piemontese fl air. 

VINEYARD
From the highest part of Bricco delle Viole, Bricco di Vergne, straddles the two Co-
munes of Barolo and La Morra. From here your eyes can span from Alta Langa (to 
the East) all the way to Monviso (to the West), while your thoughts drift  off  far and 
beyond the Alps.

FARMING
Vajra has always believed in sustainable farming and keeps the turf natural and green in 
the vineyard. No irrigation is used while thinning is decided according to the vintage.

HARVEST AND WINEMAKING
Determining the optimal moment for the harvesting of Pinot Nero comes in the 
month of September and it is, together with the vinifi cation, one of those moments 
when we physically push ourselves to the limits. 

Pinot Nero is, in fact, an extremely delicate grape: one day early and the grapes are not 
ripe enough and one day later it could already be too late. Th e same happens during 
fermentation when the wine can go from being sweet to overly bitter in a heartbeat 
and the winery worker’s time is always too little.
Eighteen months in oak barrels establish its color, soft en the tannins and make us feel, 
in any case, minute compared to the forces of nature. 

TASTING NOTES
Red with vibrant refl ections in its young age, a rich array of aromas where red fruits, 
hay, fl owers and liquorice are accompanied by minerality.

Pinot Noir

2013	
info@gdvajra.it 



… the land of Nebbiolo
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1 – Carema 
 
2 – Alto Piemonte 

 Gattinara 
 Ghemme 

 
3 – Colli Tortonesi 
 
4 – Roero 
 
5 – Langhe 
 

 Riesling 
 Pinot Noir 
 Barbera 
 Barbaresco 
 Barolo 

 
6-7-8-9  Monferrato 
 

 Moscato 
 Barbera 



2011	

Gattinara

stradina@legalmail.it 



Barolo

2012	
info@ruggericorsini.com 



... and a sweet straw wine



2015	
Variety: Moscato 100% 
Region: Piemonte 
Alcool: 15,0% 
Vineyard: Manure as a 
natural fertilizer 
Ageing: Barrique  
Match with: Dessert 

Moscato 
passito

Sol	

e.cerruti@inwind.it 


